Interview with
Frances Hesselbein

Special Segments of the Interview with Mrs. Hesselbein...
For your reference, below is a menu of the special segments, with the timing of where each segment appears in the interview:

Enduring Influences 01:23 – 14:06
Beginning imprints from Pennsylvania; meeting Peter F. Drucker.

The Remarkable Journey 14:07 – 34:07
Reflections, inspiring a new generation today, lessons learned from Peter Drucker, and forwarding-thinking milestones to pass along.

Optimism, New Leaders, and Global Insight 34:13 – 50:25
A philosophy and its role in leadership today; the optimism of a new generation, and lessons from other cultures around the world.

Notable Achievements and Firsts 50:26 – 1:09:57
Receiving the Presidential Medal of Freedom; an inside look at the experience; thoughts on being a leader that happens to be a woman; appointment to West Point.

Special Messages to Take with YOU 1:10:00 – 1:19:13
Frances leaves a few closing thoughts for each of us.